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WEARABLE DEVICE AND PLATFORM FOR SENSORY INPUT

FIELD

The present invention relates generally to electrical a d electronic hardware, computer

software, wired a d wireless network cora m cati ns, and computing devices. More specifically,

techniques for a wearable device and platform for sensory input are descri bed

BACKGROUND

With the advent of greater computing capabilities i smaller persona! and/or portable form

factors and an increasing number of applications (i.e., computer a d internet software or programs)

for different uses, consumers (i.e., users) have access to large amounts of personal data, information

a d data are often readily available, but poorly captured using conventional data capture devices.

Conventional dev ce typically lack capabilities that cart capture, analyze, communicate, or use data

in a ccmtextuai!y-nieaningfiil, comprehensive, and efficient anner Further, conventional solutions

are often limited to specific individual purposes or uses, demanding thai users invest in multiple

devices n order to perform different activities (e.g., a sports watch for tracking time and distance, a

GPS receiver for monito n a hike or run, a cyclometer for gathering cycling data, and others).

Although a wide range of data and information is available, conventional devices and applications

fail to provide effective solutions that comprehensively capture data fo a given user across

numerous disparate activities.

Some conventional solutions combine a small number of discrete functions. Functionality for

data capture, processing, storage, or communication in conventional devices such as a watch or timer

with a heart rate monitor or global positioning system ("GPS' ) receiver are available conventionally,

but ar expensive to manufacture and purchase. Other conventional solutions for combining

personal data capture facilities often present numerous design and manufacturing problems such as

e restrictions, specialized materials requirements, lowered tolerances for defects such a p s or

holes in coverings fo water-resistant or waterproof devices, unreliability, higher failure rates,

increased manufacturing time, and expense. Subsequently, conventional devices such as fitness

watches, heart rate monitors, GPS e abl d fitness monitors, health monitors (e.g., diabetic blood

sugar testing units), digital voice recorders, pedometers, altimeters, and other conventional personal

data capture devices ar generally manufactured for conditions that occur i a single or smal

groupings of activities.

Generally, if the number of activities performed by conventional personal data capture

devices increases, there is a corresponding rise in design and manufacturing requirements that results

n significant consumer expense, which eventually becomes prohibitive to both investment and

commercialization. Further, conventional manufacturing techniques ar often limited and Ineffective

at meeting increased requirements to protect sensitive hardware, circuitry, and other components that

are susceptible to damage, but which are required to perform various personal data capture activities.

As a conventional example, sensitive electronic components such as printed circuit board assemblies

PCBA ), sensors, and computer memory (hereafter "memory") can be significantly damaged or



destroyed during manufacturing processes where ov r ldings or layering of protective material

occurs using techniques such as injection molding, cold molding, and others. Damaged or destroyed

items subsequently raises t le cost of goods sold and cm eter not only investment and

commercialization, but also innovation in dat capture and analysis technologies, which are highly

compelling fields of opportunity

Thus, what is needed is solution for data capture devices without the limitations of

conventional techniques.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Various embodiments or examples ("examples' ") are disclosed in the following detailed

description and the accompanying drawings:

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary data-capable strap-band system;

FIG. 2A illustrates an exemplary wearable device and platform for sensory input;

FIG 2B illustrates an alternative exemplary wearable device and platform for sensory input;

FIG. 3 illustrates sensors &r use with an exemplary data-capable s rapba d;

FIG. 4 illustrates an application architecture for a n exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG. SA illustrates representative data types for use with an exemplary data-capable

strapband;

FIG. SB illustrates representative data types for use with an exemplary data-capable

strapband in. fitness-related activities;

FIG. 5C illustrates representative dat types for s with an exemplary data-capable

strapband i sleep management activities;

F G. 5D illustrates representative data types for use exemplary .data-capable

strapband in medical-related activities;

FIG. 5E illustrates representative data types for use with an exemplary data-capable

strapband in social n edia/netw r ng-reiate activities;

FIG, 6 illustrates a transition between modes of operation f a strapband in accordance with

various embodiments;

F G. ?A illustrates a perspective view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

F G. ?B illustrates a side vie o f an exemplary data-capable strapband;

F G. € illustrates another side vie of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG 7D illustrates a top view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG. 7E illustrates a botto view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG. 7F illustrates a front view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG. 7G illustrates a rear view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG. HA illustrates a perspective view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG. B illustrates a side view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

F G . C illustrates another side view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;-

FIG, SD illustrates a top view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;



FIG. E illustrates a bottom view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG. illustrates a front view of a exemplary data-capable strapband;

F G, EG illustrates a re a view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG. A illustrates perspective vie of a exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG . 9B illustrates a side view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG. illustrates another side view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG. 9 illustrates top view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG. 9E illustrates a bottom view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG 9F illustrates a front view of an exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG G illustrates a rear view of a exemplary data-capable strapband;

FIG. 10 illustrates exemplary computer system suitable foe use with a data-capable

strapband;

FIG. 1 depicts a vari et of inputs in a specific example of a strapband, such as a data-

capable strapband, according to various embodiments;

F Gs, A to 12 depict a variety of oti on signatures as i into a strapband, such as a

data-capable strapband, according to various embodiments;

FIG 3 depicts an inference engine of a strapband configured to defect an activity and/or

mode based on monitored motion, according to various embodiments;

FIG. 14 depicts representative implementation of o or more strapbands and. equivalent

devices, as wearable devices, to form unique motion profiles, according to various embodiments;

FIG, 5 depicts an example of a motio capture manager configured to capture (notion and

portions thereof, according to various embodiments;

F G. 1. depicts an example of a .motion analyzer configured to evaluate motion-centric

events, according to various embodiments:

FIG 7 tl strat s action and event processing during mode of operatioii in accordance with

various embodiments;

FIG. Ί Α illustrates an exemplary wearable device for sensory user interface;

F G. B illustrates an alternative exemplary wearable device for sensory user interface;

FIG. 1 C illustrates an exe plar switch rod to be use with an exemplary wearable device;

F G. .D illustrates exemplary switch for se with a exemplary wearable device; and

FIG E illustrates an exemplary sensory user interface.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Various embodiments or examples may be implemented in numerous ways, including as a

system, a process, an apparatus, user interface , or a series of program instructions on a computer

readable medium such as a computer readable storage medium or computer network where the

program instructions are sent over optical, electronic, or wireless communication links. n general,

operations of disclosed processes be performed in an arbitrary order, unless otherwise provided

in the c ms.



A detailed description of one or more examples is provided below along w h accompanying

figures. The detailed description is provided ir connection with such examples, but is not limited to

soy particular example. The scope is limited only by t e claims and u erous alternatives,

modifications, and equivalents are encompassed, Numerous specific details ar set forth in the

following description in order to provide a thorough understanding. These details are provided for

the purpose of a and the described e h iq es .may be practiced according to the claims

without so ri or a l of these specific details. For clarity, technical .material that is know i the

technics! fields related to the examples has not been described in detail to avoid unnecessarily

obscuring th description.

FIG. illustrates an exemplary data-capable strapband system. Here, system 100 includes

network 102, strapbands (hereafter "bands") 4- 2, server 4, mobile computing device ,

mobile communications device .18. computer 20, laptop i 22, and distributed sensor 4. Although

used interchangeably, "strapband" and "band" ay be used to refer to the same or substantially

similar data-capable device that .may be worn as a strap or band around an arm, leg, a kle, or other

bodily appendage or feature. In other examples, bands 104- 2 may be attached directly or

indirectly to other items, organic or inorganic, animate, or static n still other examples, bands 1 4

2 may be used differently.

As described above, bands 4- 1 may be implemented as wearable personal data or data

capture devices (e.g., daia-capable devices) tha are worn b user around a xvrist, ankle, ar , ear, or

other appendage, or attached to the body or affixed to clothing. One or more facil ities, sensing

elements, or sensors, both active and passive, ay be implemented as part of bands 104-1 . in order

to capture various types of data from different sources. Temperature, environmental, temporal,

motion, electronic, electrical, chemical, or other types of sensors (including those described below in

connection with FIG. 3} ma be used in order to gather varying amounts of data, which ay be

configurable by a user, locally (e.g., using user interface facilities such as buttons, switches, motio -

activa d de e ted command structures e .g ., accejeromefer-gathered data from user-initiated motion

of bands .1.04- 2), and others) or remotely (e.g., entering rules or parameters i a website or

graphical user interface ("GUI") that may be used to modify control systems or signals in firmware,

circuitry, hardware, and software implemented (i.e., installed) on bands 104-1 12) , In some

examples, a user interface may b any type of human-computing interface (e .g , graphical, visual,

audible, haptic, or any other type of interface that c nn icates information to a user (i.e., wearer of

bands 104-1 2) using, for example, noise, light, vibration, or other sources of energy and data

generation (e.g., pulsing vibrations to represent various types of signals or meanings, blinking .lights,

nd be like, without .limitation)) implemented locall (i.e., on or coupled to one or more of bands

104-112) or remotely (i.e., on a device other tha bands 1 4- 2). n other examples, a wearable

device such as bands 104- 2 may also be implemented as a user interface configured to receive and

provide input to or from a user (i.e., wearer). Bands 04- 1 ay also be implemented a data-

capable devices tha are configured for data communication using various type of communications



infrastructure and , as described in greater detail below. Bands 4- .12 may also be wearable,

personal, non-intrusive, lightweight devices thai are configured to gather large amounts of personally

relevant data that ca be used to improve user health, fitness levels, medical conditions, athletic

performance, sleeping physiology, and physiological conditions, or used as a sensory-based user

interface ) to signal social-related notifications specifying the state of the user through

vibration, heat. Sights or other sensory based notifications. For example, a social-related notification

signal indicating a user is on-line can be transmitted to a recipient, who itt turn, receives the

notification as, for instance, a vibration.

Using data gathered by bands 104-112, applications may be used to perform various analyses

and evaluations that can generate information as t a person's physical (e.g., healthy, sick, weakened,

or other states, or activity level), emotional, or mental state (e.g., an elevated body temperature or

heart rate may indicate stress, a lowered heart rate and. skin temperature, or reduced movement

(excessive sleeping), may indicate physiological depression caused b exertion or other factors,

chemical data gathered f o evaluating ontg ss g from th ski 's surface may be analyzed to

determine whether a person's diet is balanced or if various nutrients are lacking, salinity detectors

may be evaluated to determine if high, lower, or proper blood sugar levels are present for diabetes

management, and others). Generally, bands 1( 4 - 1 ma e configured to gather from sensors

locally and remotely.

As an example, band 104 may capture (i.e., record, store, communicate (i.e., send or receive),

process, or the like) data from various sources (i.e., sensors that are organic (i.e., installed, integrated,

or otherwise implemented with band 4) or distributed (e.g., microphones o mobile computing

device 15, mobile communications device i 8, computer 120, laptop 2, distributed sensor 124,

global positioning system ("GPS") satellites (i low, mid, or high earth orbit), or others, without

limitation}} and exchange data with one or more of hands .10 6 - 2, server 4, mobile computing

device , mobile communications device 1 S, computer 0, laptop 122, and distributed sensor

124 As shown here, a . local sensor may be one that is incorporated, integrated, or otherwise

implemented with ba ds . 4- 1.2. A .remote or distributed sensor (e.g., mobile computing device

3, mobile c mmur a o s device 118, computer 1 0, laptop 122, or, generally, distributed sensor

124) may be sensors that ca be accessed, controlled, or otherwise used by bands 104- . For

example, ban 2 may e configured to control devices that are also controlled by given user

(e.g., mobile computing device 1 , mobile communications device 8, computer 120, laptop 122,

and distributed sensor 124}. For example, a microphone in mobile communicatio device may

be used to detect, for example, ambien audio dat that use to hel identify a person's location, or

an ear clip (e.g., a headset as described below) affixed to an ear . ay be used to record pulse or blood

oxygen saturation levels. Additionally, a sensor implemented with a screen on mobile computing

device 1 5 may be used to read a user ' s temperature or obtain a . tomet signature while a user is

interacting with. data. A rtt er example ma include using data that is observed on computer 1 0 or

lapto 122 tha provides information as to a user's online behavior and the type of content that she is



viewing, which may be used by bauds 104- . Regardless of the type or location of se sor d,

data ay be transferred to bands 104 . 2 by using, for example, an a alog audio jack, digital adapter

(e.g., USB, ini SB) or oilier, without limitation, plug, o ot er type of connector that nay be

used to physically couple bands 104- 2 to another device or system for transferring data and, in

so e examples, t provide power to recharge battery (not shown). Alternatively, wireless data

c u icat on interface or facility (e.g., a wireless radio that i configured t communicate data

from bands 104- 2 using o e or more data communication protocols (e.g., IEEE 802. a /g/n

(W i), WiMas, ANT™, Zig e Bluetooth*', Near Field Communications ("NFC"), and others}.)

may be used to .receive o r transfer data. Further, bands .1 4- .2 may be configured to analyze,

evaluate, modify, or otherwise use data gathered, either directly or indirectly.

In some examples, hands 04- 1 2 may be configured to share data with each other or with an

intermediary facility, such as a database, website, web service, or the like, which may he

implemented by server 1 4 . n so e embodiments, server 1 can be operated by a third party

providing, for example, soctal media-related services, Bauds 4 2 and other related devices may

exchange data with each other directly, or bands 04- 12 may exchange data via a third party server,

such as a third party ike Facebookf y, to provide social-media related services. Examples of third

party servers include servers for social networking services, including, but not limited to, services

such as Faeeb k Yahoo! M™, GTa k MSN Messenger™, Twitter* and other private or

public social networks, The exchanged data may include personal 20 physiological data a d data

derived from sensory-based user interfaces ("UP). Server 1. 4 , in some examples, may be

Implemented using on or more processor-based computing devices or networks, including

computing clouds, storage area networks ("SAN"), or the like. A shown, bands 104-1 2 may be

used as a personal data or area network (e.g., "PON" ) in which data relevant to a given

user or ba d (e.g., one or more o f bauds 104- ) may be shared. As shown here, bands 104 and

2 Pray be configured to exchange data with each other over network 1 2 o r indirectly using server

4 . Users of bands 04 and may direct a web browser hosted on a computer (e.g., computer

120, lapto 122, o r the like) in order to access, view, modify, or perform other operations with data

captured by bands 4 and . For example, two runners using bands 4 and ! 12 may be

geographically remote (e.g., users arc ot geographically in close proximity locally such that hands

being used by eac user are in direct data communication), but wish to share data regarding their race

times (pre, post, or in-race), personal records (ie., "PR'"), target split times, results, -performance

characteristics (e.g., target heart rate, target V ¾ mas, and others), and other information, if both

runners ( i.e., bands 4 and . ) are engaged in a race on the same day, data can be gathered for

comparative analysis and other uses. Further, data can be shared in substantial y real-time (taking

into account any latencies incurred by data transfer rates, network topologies, or other data network

factors) as well as uploaded after a given activity or event has been performed. In other words, dat

can be captured by the user as it is w rn and configured to transfer data using, fo example, a

wireless network connection (e.g., a wireless network interface card, wireless local area network



) card, cell phone, or the like. Data may also be shared i a temporally asynchronous manner

in which a wired data connection (e.g., an analog audio plug (and associated software or firmware)

configured to transfer digitally encoded data t encoded audio data that may be between

bands 4- 2 and a plug configured to receive, encode/decode, and process data exchanged) may

be used to transfer data from one or ore bands 4- to various destinations (e.g. ., another of

bands 104-112, server 14 , mobile computing device US, mobile communications device 118,

computer 0 , laptop 122, and distributed se sor 124) Bands 04- 2 may be implemented with

various types of wired and/or wireless communication facilities are not intended to be limited to

any specific technology. For example, data m be transferred from bands 104-1 using an analog

audio plug (e.g., T S TRS, or others). In other examples, wireless communication facilities using

various types o f data communication protocols (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth®, Zig ee ANT , a d

others) may be n pk .iBe oted as par of bands 104-1 , which may .include circuitry, firmware,

hardware, radios, antennas, processors, microprocessors, memories, or other electrical electronic,

mechanical, or physical elements configured to enable data commu tio capabilities of various

types and characteristics.

As data-capable devices, bands 1 4 1 may be configured to collect data from a wid range

of sources, including onboard (not shown) and distribu ted sensors (e.g., server , mobile

computing device 5, mobile communications device , computer 120, laptop 122, and

distributed sensor 24) or other bands. So e or all data captured may be personal, sensitive, or

confi dential and various techniques for providing secure storage and access may he implemented.

For example, various types o f security protocols and algorithms may be used to encode data stored or

accessed by bands 4- 1 . Examples of security protocols and algorithms include authentication,

encryption, encoding, private an public key infrastructure, passwords, checksums, has codes and

hash functions (e.g., SUA, S A - , M and the like), or others may be used to prevent undesired

access to data captured by bands 104- 12 . n other examples, data security for bands 04 12 may

be implemented differently,

Bands 104-1 2 be used as personal wearable, data capture devices that, when worn, are

configured to identify a specific, individual user. By evaluating captured data such as motion data

from an ac el r meter, biometric data such as heart rate, skin galvanic response, and other biometric

data, and using analysis .techniques, both long and short-term (e.g., software packages or modules of

any type, without limitation), a user may have a unique pattern of behavior or motion and/or

biometric responses that can be used as a signature for identification. For example, bands 104-1 1

may gather data regarding an individual person's gait or other unique biometric, physiological or

behavioral characteristics. Usi g, for example, distributed sensor 124, a biometric signature {e.g.,

fingerprint, retinal or iris vascular pattern, or others) may be gathered and transmitted to bands . 4-

1 2 that, when combined with other data, determines that a given user has bee properly identified

and, as such, authenticated. When bauds 4- are worn, a user may be identified and

authenticated to enable a variety of other functions such as accessing or modifying data, enabling



wired or wireless data transm ission facilities (i.e., allowing the transfer of data from bands . 4- 2) ,

modifying func o ality or functions of bauds 104- , authenticating financial transactions using

stored data and information (e.g. credit card, PIN, card security numbers, and the like), running

applications thai allow or various operations to be performed (e,g,, controlling physical security and

access by transmitting a security code to a reader that, when authenticated, unlocks a door by aiming

off current to an electromagnetic lock, and others), and others. Different functions and operations

beyond those described may be performed using bands 4- 2, which can act as secure, personal,

wearable, data-capable devices. The number, type, function, configuration, specifications, structure,

or other features of system 0 and the above-described elements may b varied and are not limited

to {¾ examples provided...

F G 2A illustrates an exemplary wearable device and platform for sensory input. Here, band

(i.e., wearable device) 200 includes b s 202, processor 204, memory .206, vibration source 208,

acce ero e er , sensor battery , a d communications facility . h some examples, the

quantity, type, function, structure, and configuration of band 20 and the elements (e.g., bus 202,

processor 204, memor 206, vibration source 208, accelerometer 0, sensor 2 \ 2, battery 4, and

communications facility 216) shown may b varied and are not limited to the examples provided. As

shown, processor 204 may b implemented as logic to provide control functions and signals to

memory 206, vibration source 208, accelerometer 2 , sensor 2, battery 4, and communications

facility Processor 204 ma be implemented using any type of processor o microprocessor

suitable for packaging within bands 1.04-1 2 (F G . 1). Various types of microprocessors may b

used to provide data processing capabilities for band 200 and a e not limited to any specific type or

capability. For example, a MSP430F5528-type microprocessor manufactured by Texas Instruments

of Dallas, Texas may be configured for data communication using audio tones and enabling the use

of an audio piug-and-jack system (e.g., TRR.S, T S, or others) for transferring data captured by baud

200. Further, different processors may be desired if other functional ity (e.g., the type and number of

sensors (eg,, sensor 2 2)}are varied. Data processed by processor 204 may be stored rising, for

example, memory 206.

In some examples, memory 206 may be implemented using various types of data storage

technologies and standards, including, without limitation, read-only memory ("ROM"), random

access .memory ("RAM"), dynamic random access memory ("DRAM"), static random access

memory ("SRAM' ), static/dynamic random access memor ("SDRAM"), magnetic random access

memory ( M A ), solid state, tw and tirree-diraensional memories, F!ash¾ and others. Memory

206 may also be implemented using one or more partitions that ar configured for multiple types of

data storage technologies o allo for .non-modifiable (i.e., by a user) software to be installed (e.g,,

firmware installed on ROM.) while also providing for storage of captured data and applications using,

for example, RAM. Once captured and/or stored in memory 206, data may be s b cted to various

operations performed by other elements of ban 200.

Vibration source 208, in some examples, may be implemented as motor or other mechanical



structure that ncti ons to provide vibratory energy that is communicated through band 200. As an

example, an. application stored on memory 206 may be configured to onitor a clock signal from

processor 204 i order to provide timekeeping functions to band 200, f an lar.ro s se t for a . desired

time, vibration source 208 may be used to vibrate when the desired time occurs. As another

example, vibration source 208 ay b coupled to a framework ( ot shown) or other structure that is

used to translate r communicate vibratory energy throughout th physical structure of band 200. In

other examples, vibration source 2Θ8 may he implemented differently.

Power may be stored in battery , which may b implemented as a battery, battery module,

power management module, or the like. Power may also be gathered fro local power sources s c

as solar panels, thermo-electric generators, and .kinetic energy generators, among others that ar

alternatives power sources to externa! power for a battery. These additional sources ca either power

the system directly or ca charge a battery, which, in turn, is used to power the system (e.g., of

stfapband). other words, battery 2 4 may include a rechargeable, expendable, replaceable, or

other type of battery, bu als circuitry, hardware, or software that may be used in connection with in

e of processor 204 in order to provide power management, charge/recharging, sleep, or other

functions. Further, battery 2 4 ma b implemented using various types of battery technologies,

including Lithium oa { L "), Nickel Metal Hydride (""NiMH"), or others, without limitation. Power

drawn as electrical current may be distributed from batter via bus 202; the latter of which may be

implemented as deposited or formed circuitry or usi g other forms of circuits or cabling, including

flexible circuitry. Electrical current distributed from battery 204 and managed by processor 204 may

be used by one or more memory 206, vibration source 208, a e erotneter 2 !0 , sensor 1 , or

t facility 216,

As shown various sensors may b used as input sources for data captured by band. 200,. For

example, ee erometer 2 1. may be use to detect a motion or other condition and convert it to data

as measured across one, two, or three axes of motion, a addition to accelerometer 21.0, other

sensors (i.e., sensor ) may be implemented to provide temperature, environmental, physical,

chemical, electrical, or other types of sensory inputs. A s presented here, sensor 212 may include one

or multiple sensors and is not intended to be limiting as to the quantity or type of sensor

implemented. Sensory input captured by band 200 using accelerometer 2 and sensor 212 or data

requested from another source (i.e., outside of band. 200) may also be converted to data and

exchanged, transferred, or otherwise communicated using communications facilit . A s used

herein, "facility " refers to any, some, or ail of th features and structures that are used t implement a

given set of functions. For example, communications facility 2 may include a wireless radio,

control circuit or logic, antenna, transceiver, receiver, transmitter, resistors, diodes, transistors, or

other elements that are used to transmit and receive data from band 200. In some examples,

communications facility 2 1 ay be implemented to provide a "wired" data communication

capability such as an analog or digital attachment, plug, jack, or the lik to allow for data to be

transferred. In. other examples, communications facilit 2 may implemented to provide a



wireless data communication capability to transmit digitally e code data across one o more

frequencies us g various types of data communication protocols, without limitation. In. still other

examples, ba d 200 and the above-described elements may be varied in function, structure,

configuration, or implementation a d are ot limited to those shown and described,

F G , 2 illustrates an alternative exemplary wearable device and platform tor sensory input.

, band (i.e., wearable device) 220 includes bus 202 processor 204, memory 206, vibration

source 208, acc ero eter 10, sensor 2 12., battery 214, communications facility 216, switch 222,

and light-emitting diode (hereafter "LED") 224, Like-numbered and named elements may be

implemented similarly in function an structure to those described i prior examples. Further, the

quantity, type, function, structure, and configuration of band 20 and the elements (e.g., bus 202,

processor 204, memor 206, vibration source 208, aecelerometer 2 . , sensor .2 , battery 2 4 , a d

communications facility 1 show may be varied an are not limited to the examples provided.

I some exampies, ba d 200 ay be implemented as an alternati ve structure to band 200

(F G. 2A) described above. For example, sensor 2 may be configured to sense, detect, gather, or

otherwise receive input (ic.„ sensed physical, chemical, biological, physiological, or psychological

quantities) that, once received, may be converted into data and transferred to processor 204 using bus

202. A s an example, temperature, heart rate, respiration rate, galvanic ski response (i.e., skin

conductance response), muscle stiffness/fatigue, and other types of conditions or parameters may be

measured using sensor 21.2, which ma be implemented using one o multiple sensors. Further,

sensor 2 is generally coupled (directly or indirectly) to band 220. A used herein, "coupled" may

refer to sensor being locally implemented on ban 0 or remotely on, for example, another device

that s in data communication with it.

Sensor 1 may b configured, in some exampies, to sense various types of environmental

(e.g., ambient air temperature, barometric pressure, location (e.g., using GPS or other satellite

constellations for calculating Cartesian or other coordinates on the earth's surface, micro-cell

network triangulation* or others):, physical, physiological, psychological, o activity-based conditions

in order to determine a state of a user of wearable device 220 (i.e., ba d 220). In other examples,

applications or firmware may be downloaded that, when installed, may be configured to change

sensor 2 in terms of function. Sensory input to sensor may be used for various purposes such

as measuring calorie bu rate, providing active (e.g., generating an alert such as vibration, audible,

or visual indicator) or inactive (e.g., pro viding information, content, promotions, advertisements, or

the tike on a website, mobile website, or other location that is accessible using an. account that is

associated with user and band 220) feedback, measuring fatigue (e.g., by calculating sk n

conductance response (hereafter "SCR.") using sensor 2 or aecelerometer 2 . ) or other physical

states, determining a mood of a user, and others, without limitation. As used herein, feedback may

be provided using a mechanism (i.e., feedback mechanism) that is configured to provide an alert or

other indicator to a user. Various types of feedback mechanisms may be used, including a vibratory

source, motor, light source (e.g., pulsating, blinking, or steady illumination), light emitting diode



(e.g., LED 22 , audible, audio, visual, haptic, or others without limitation. Feedback mechanisms

may provide sensory output of the types indicated above via band 200 or, in other examples, usi g

other devices that may be in data communication wi h it For example, a driver ay receive a

vibratory alert from vibration source (e.g., motor 208 when sensor 2 . detects sk n tautness (using,

for example, acceleroraeter to detect muscle stiffness) that indicates she is faili g asleep and, in

connection with a GPS-sensed signal, wearable device 220 determines that a vehicle is approaching a

divider, intersection, obstacle, or is acce!erating/decelerafeg rapidly, and the like. Further,

audible indicator ma be generated and sent to an car-worn communication device such as a

Bluetooth^ (or other data communication protocol, near or far field) headset. Othe types of devices

that have a data connection with wearable device 22 may also be used to provide sensory output to

a user, such as using a mobile communications or computing device having a graphical user interface

to display data or information associated with sensory input received by sensor 2.12.

I some examples, sensory output may be an audible tone, visual indication, vibration, or

other indicator that can be provided by another device that is in data communication with band 220.

n other examples, sensory output may be a media such as a song tha is played when sensor 2 .

detects a given parameter. For example, if a user is running and sensor 2 detects a heart rate that

is lower than the recorded heart rate as measured against 65 previous runs, processor 2 4 may e

configured to generate a control .signal to an audio device tha t begins playing an upbeat or high

tempo song to the user in order to increase er heart rate and activity-based performance, As another

example, sensor 2 2 and/or a celero et r 210 may sense various inputs tha can b measured

against a calculated "lifeline" (e.g. , LIFELINE™) that is an abstract representation of a user's health

or wellness. f sensory input to sensor 2 (or aceelerometer 0 or any other sensor implemented

with band 220) is received, it y compared to the user's lifeline or abstract representation

(hereafter "representation") in order t determine whether feedback, if any, should be prov ided n

orde to modify the user's behavior. A user may input a range of to lerance (i.e., a range within

which an alert is no generated) or processor 204 may determine a range of tolerance to be stored in

memory 206 with regard to various sensory input. or example, if sensor 212 is configured to

measure internal bodily temperature, a user may set a 0 .1 degree Fahrenheit range of tolerance to

allow her body temperature to fluctuate between 98.5 and 98.7 degrees Fahrenheit before an alert s

generated (e.g., to avoid heat stress, heat exhaustion, heat stroke, or the like). Sensor 12 may also

be implemented a -multiple sensors that are disposed (i.e., positioned) on opposite sides of ba d 220

such that, whe worn on a wrist or other bodily appendage, allows for the measurement of skin

conductivity in order to determine skin conductance response. Skin conductivity may be used to

measure various types of parameters an conditions such as cognitive effort, arousal, lying, stress,

physical fa ti u due to poor sleep quality, emotional responses to various stimuli, and others.

A tivtty-based feedback may be given along with state-based feedback. n so e examples,

band 220 may be configured to provide feedback to a user in order to help htm achieve a desired

level of fitness, athletic performance, health, or wellness. In addition to feedback, a d 220 ay



also be configured to provide indicators of use to a wearer during, before, or after a given activity or

state.

As used herein, various types of indicators (e.g., audible, visual, mechanical, or the like) tnay

also be used n order to provide a sensory user interface. I other words, band 220 ay be

configured with switch 222 that can be implemented using various types of structures as indicators of

device state, function. Operation, mode, or other conditions or characteristics. Examples of indicators

include "wheel" or rotating structures such as dials or buttons that, when turned to a given position,

indicate a particular function, mode, or state of band 220, Other structures may include single or

m lti p e-po i ioa switches that, when turned to a given position, are also configured for th user to

visually recognize a function, mode, or state of band 220. For example, a 4-position switch or button

ma indicate "on," "off," standby, * "active," "inactive," or other mode. A 2-position switch or

button ay also indicate other modes of operation such as and . As yet another example, a

single switch or. butto tnay be provided such that, when the switch or butto is depressed, bau 220

changes mode or function without, alternatively, providing visual indication. In other exa ples

different types of buttons, switches, or other user interfaces tnay be provided and are not limited to

the examples shown

FIG 3 illustrates sensors for use w th an exemplary data-capable straphand. Sensor 2 . may

be implemented using various types of sensors, some of which are shown. Like-numbered and

named elements may describe the same or substantially similar element as those shown in other

descriptions. Here, sensor {FIG, 2) may be implemented as aecelerometer 302,

altimeter/barometer 304, light/ infrared ( R") sensor 306, pulse/heart rate ( H ) monitor 308, audio

sensor (e.g., microphone, transducer, or others) 3 0 , pedometer 2, velocimeter 3 4 , GPS receiver

6, location-based service sensor (e.g. sensor for determining location within a cellular or micro-

cellular network, which may or may not us GPS or other satellite constellations for fixing a

position) 3 8, motion detection sensor 320, environmental sensor 322, chemical sensor 324,

electrical sensor 326, or mechanical sensor 328,

As shown, aecelerometer 2 may b used to capture data associated with motion detection

along , 2 , or 3-axes of measurement, without limitation to any specific type of specification of

sensor Aecelerometer 302 may also be implemented measure various types of user motion and

may be configured based on the type o sensor firmware, software, hardware, or circuitry' used. As

another example, altimeter/barometer 304 may be used to measure environment pressure,

atmospheric or otherwise, and is not limited t any specification or type of pressure-reading device.

n some examples, altimeter/barometer 30 may be an altimeter, a barometer, or a combination

thereof For example, altimeter/barometer 304 may be implemented as a a meter lor measuring

above ground level AGL ) pressure in band 200, which has been configured for use by nava or

military aviators. A s another example, altimeter/barometer 304 may be implemented as a barometer

for reading atmospheric pressure for marine- based applications. n other exam es,

altimeter/barometer 304 a e implemented differently.



Other types of sensors that may be used to measure Sight or photonic conditions include

! gh sensor 306, .motion detection sensor 320, and environmental sensor 322 the latter of which

may include a y type of sensor t r capturing data associated with environmental condition beyond

light. Further, motion defection: sensor 320 ay be configured to detect motion usi g a variety of

techniques an technologies, including, but not limited to comparative or differential light analysis

(e.g. , comparing foreground and background lighting), sound monitoring, or others. Audio sensor

0 may be implemented using a y type of device configured to record or capture sou d

n so e examples, pedometer 3 2 may be implen ente usin devices to measure various

types of data associated with pedestrian-oriented activities such as unning or walking, Footstrikes,

stride length, stride length or interval time, and other a be measured. Velocimeter . a

be implemented, n some examples, to measure velocity (e.g., speed and directional vectors) without

limitation to any particular activity. Further, additional sensors tha may b used as sensor 212

include those configured to identify or obtain location-based data. For example, GPS receiver 6

ay be used to obtain coordinates of the geographic location of and 200 using, for example, various

types of signals transmitted b civilian and or military satellite constellations in low, medium, or

high earth orbit (e.g., "LEO," "MEG," or "GEO ) n other examples, differential GPS algorithms

may also b implemented with GPS receiver 3 . , which may be used to generate more precise or

accurate coordinates. Still further, location-based services sensor may be implemented to obtain

location-based data including, but not limited to location, nearb services or items of interest, and the

like. As an example, location-based services sensor 8 may be confi gured to detect an electronic

signal, encoded or otherwise, that provides information regarding a physical locale a band 200

passes. The electronic signal may include, in some examples, encoded data regarding the location

and information associated therewith. Electrical sensor 326 and mechanical sensor 328 ay be

configured to include other types (e.g., apti , kinetic, piezoelectric, piezomecbanical, pressure,

touch, thermal and others) of sensors for data input to ba d 200, without limitation. Other types of

sensors apart from those shown m y aiso be used, including magnetic flux sensors such as solid-state

compasses and the like. The sensors can also include gyroscopic sensors. While the present

illustration provides numerous examples of types of sensors that may be used with band 20 (FIG.

2), others not shown or described may be implemented with or as a substitute for any sensor shown

or described.

FIG. 4 illustrates an application architecture for an exemplary data-capable strapband. Here,

application architecture 400 includes bus 402, logic module 404, communications module 406,

security module 408, interface module 410, data management 412, audio module 414, motor

controller 416, service management module 4 . , sensor input evaluation module 420, and power

management module 422. In some examples, application architecture 400 and the above-listed

elements (e.g. , bus 402, logic module 404, communications module 406, secur it module 408,

interface module 4 0, data management 412, audio module 4 , motor controller , sendee

management module 4 , sensor input evaluation module 420, and power management module. 422)



may be implemented as soft war various computer programming ami formatting languages

such as Java, + C, arid others. As shown here, logic module 404 may be firmware or application

software that is installed in memory 206 (F G. 2) and executed by processor 204 (F G. 2), Included

with logic module 404 may be program instructions or code {e.g., source, object, binary cxeeutables,

or others) that, when initiated, called, or instantiated, perform various functions.

For example, logic module 404 may be configured to send control signals to communications

module 406 n order to transfer, transmit , or receive data stored in memory 206, the latter of which

may be managed by a database management system ("DBMS") or utility data management

module 2 . As another example, security module 498 may b controlled by logic module 404 to

provide encoding, decoding, encryption, authentication, or other functions to band 200 (FIG. 2).

Alternatively, security module 408 may a so be implemented as an application that, using data

captured fr m various sensors and stored in memory 206 (and accessed by data management module

12) may be used t provide identification functions that enable baud 200 to passively identity a user

or wearer of band 200. Still further, various types of security software and applications may be used

a d are not limited to those shown and described.

Interface module 4 . , in some examples, may be used to manage user interface controls such

as switches, buttons, or other types of controls that enable a user to manage various functions of band

200. For example, a 4 positio switch ay be turned to a given -position that i s interpreted by

interface module 410 to determine the proper signal or feedback to send to logic module 404 in order

to generate a particular result in other examples, a button (not shown) may be depressed that allows

a user to trigger or initiate certain actions by sending another signal to logic module 404 Still

further, interface module 4 ay be used to interpret dat from, for example, accelerometer 0

(F G. 2) to identify specific movement or motion that initiates or triggers a given response n other

examples, interface module 410 may be used to manage different types of displays (e.g., light-

emitting diodes ( E s), interferometric modulator display (IMOD), electrophoretic ink (E ink),

organic light-emitting diode (OLEP), etc.). n other examples, interface module 410 may be

implemented differently in function, structure, or configuration an is not limited to those shown and

described.

As shown, audio mod ule 414 may be configured to manage encoded o r unencoded data

gathered from various types of audio sensors. n some examples, audio module 4 may include one

or more codecs that are used to encode or decode various types of audio waveforms. For example,

analog audio input ay be encoded by audio module a d, once encoded, sent as a signal or

collection of data packets, messages, segments, frames, or the like to logic module 404 for

transmission via communications module 406, In other examples, audio .module 4 ma be

implemented differently in function, structure, configuration, or mpl me ation and is not limited to

those shown and described. Other elements that ma be used by band 200 include motor controller

416, which may be firmware or an application to control a motor or other vibratory energy source

(e.g., vibration source 208 (FIG. 2)}. Power used for ba d 2 0 may be drawn front battery 214 (FIG.



2 and managed by power manageme module 422, which may be firmware or an application used

to manage, with or without user input, bow power is consumer, conserved, or otherwise used by ba d

200 and the above-described elements, including one or more sensors (e.g„ sensor 2 2 (F G. 2),

sensors 302-3 (FIG. 3)). With regard to data captured, sensor i put evaluation module 420 may he

a software engine or module that is used to evaluate a d analyze data received .from one or more

inputs (e.g., sensors 302-328) to band 200. When received, data be analyzed by sensor input

evaluation module 420, which ay include custom or "off-the-shelf analytics packages that are

configured to provide application-specific analysis of data to determine trends, patterns, and other

useful information. In other examples, sensor input module 420 ay also include firmware or

software that enables the generation of various types a d formats of reports for presenting data and

any analysis performed thereupon.

Another element of application architecture 400 that may be included i service .management:

module 4 . some examples, service -njanagement module 8 ay be firmware, software, or a t

application thai is configured to ma age various aspects an operations associated with executing

software-related instructions r hand 200. For example, libraries or classes that are used by

software or applications on band 200 may be served from an online or networked source. Service

management module may be implemented to manage how and when these services are invoked

in order to ensure that desired applications are executed properly within application architecture 40Θ

As discrete sets, collections, or groupings of functions, services use by band 200 for various

purposes ranging from communications to operating systems to cal or document libraries may be

managed b service management module 418. Alternatively, service management module 418 ma

be implemented differently and is not mited to th examples provided her n. Further, application

architecture 40 is an example of a software/system/appliearion-level architecture that may be used

to implement various software-related aspects of band 200 a d ay be varied in the quantity, type,

configuration, function, structure, or type of programming or formatting languages used, without

limitation to any given example.

FIG, 5A. illustrates representative data types for use with an exemplary data-capable

strapband. Here, wearable device 502 ma capture various types of data, including, but not limited

to sensor data 504, manually-entered data 506, application data 508, location data 0 , network data

512, system/operating data 514, and user data 51.6. Various type of data may be captured from

sensors, such as those described above n connection with FIG. 3 . Manually-entered data, in some

examples, may be data or inputs received directly and locally by band 200 (FIG. 2 . n other

examples, .manually-entered data may also be provided through third-party website that stores the

data in a daiabase an may be synchronized from server 4 (FiG. ) with one or more of bands 104-

12. Other type of data that ma be captured including application data 508 and system/operating

data 4, which may be associated with firmware, software, or hard ware installed o implemented o

band 200. Further, location data 510 may be used by wearable device 502, as described above. User

data 6, in some examples, may b data that include profile data, preferences, rules, or other



information that has been previously entered by a given user of wearable device 502. Further,

network data 5 2 m be data i captured by wearable device with regard to routing tables, data

paths, network or access availability (e.g., wireless network access availability), a d the like. Other

types of data may be captured by wearable device 502 a d are not limited to the examples shown and

described. Additional context-specific examples of types of data captured by bands 104-1 2 (FIG. 1)

are provided below.

FIG. 5B illustrates representative data types for use with an exemplary data-capable

strapband in fitness-related activities. Here, band 5 may be configured to capture types (i.e.,

categories) of data such as heart rate/pulse monitoring data 520, blood oxygen saturation data 522,

skirs temperature data 524, sa!inity/emission/outgassing data 526, location/GPS data 528,

f ron ie tai data 530, and a elero ter data 532. As an example, a ru r a use or wear band

519 to obtain data associated with his physiological condition (i.e., heart rate/pulse monitoring data

520, ski temperature, sal nity/e tss n/o itg ss data 526, a ong others), athletic efficiency (i.e..

blood oxyge saturation data 522), and performance ( .e., location/GPS data 528 (e.g., distance or

run), environmental data 530 {e.g., ambient temperature, humidity, pressure, and the like),

accelerometer 532 (e.g., biomechanics! information, including gait, stride, stride length, among

others)). Other or different types of data a be captured by band 5 , bu the above-described

examples are illustrative of some types of data that ay b captured by band 5 9 . Further, data

captured may be uploaded to a website or online/networked destination for storage and other uses,

r example, fitness-related data may be used by applications that are downloaded from a "fitness

marketplace* where athletes may find, purchase, or download applications for various uses. Some

applications may be activity-specific and thus may be used to modify or alter the data capture

capabilities of baud accordingly. or example, a fitness marketplace may be a website

accessible by various types of mobile and non-mobile clients to locate applications for different

exercise or fitness categories such as running, swimming, tennis, golf, baseball, football, fencing, and

many others. When downloaded, a fitness marketplace may also be use with user-specific accounts

to manage the retrieved applications as wel as usage with baud 9, or to use the data to provide

services such as online personal coaching or targeted advertisements. More, fewer, or different types

o data may be captured for fitness-related activities.

F G. 5C illustrates representative data types for use with an exemplary data-capable

strapband in sleep management activities. Here, band 539 may be used for sleep management

purposes to track various types of data, including heart rate monitoring data 540, motion sensor data

542, accelerometer data 544, sk n resistivity data 546, user input dat 548, clock data 550. and audio

data 552. n some examples, heart rate monitor data 540 may be captured to evaluate rest, waking,

or various states of sleep. Motion sensor data 542 and accelerometer data 544 may be used to

determine whether user of band 539 is experiencing a restful or fitful sleep . For example, some

motion sensor data 542 may be captured by a light sensor that measures ambient or differential light

patterns n order to determine whether a user is sleeping on her front, side, or back- Accelerometer



data 544 may also be captured to determine whether a user is experiencing gentle or violent

disruptions when sleeping, such as those often found in afflictions of sleep apnea or other sleep

disorders. Further, skin resistivity data 546 may be captured to determine whether a user is ill (e.g„

running a temperature, sweating, experiencing chilis, clammy skin, an others). Still further, user

input data may include data input by a user as to how and whether band 53 should trigger vibration

source .208 ( IG. 2) to wake a user at a gives time or whether to use a series of increasing or

decreasing vibrations to trigger a waking state. Clock data (550) be used to measure the

duration of sleep or a finite period of time i which a user i at rest. Audio data may also be captured

to determine whether a user is snoring and, if so, the frequencies and amplitude therein may suggest

physical conditions that a user may be interested i knowing (e.g., snoring, breathing interTuptions,

talking in one's sleep, and the like). More, fewer, or different types of data may be captured for

sleep management-related activities.

FIG. 5D illustrates representative data types for use with an exemplary data-capable

strapband in medical-related acti vities. Here, hand 539 may a so be configured for medical purposes

and related-types of data such as heart rate monitoring data 560, respiratory monitoring data 562,

body temperature data 564, blood sugar data 566, chemical protein/analysis data 568, patient .medical

records data 570, and healthcare professional (e.g., doctor, physician, registered nurse, physician's

assistant, dentist, orthopedist, surgeon, and others) data 572. n some examples, data may be

captured by band 539 directly from wear by a user. Fo example, band 539 may be able to sample

and analyze sweat through a salinity or moisture detector to identify whether any particular

chemicals, proteins, hormones, or other organic or inorganic compounds are present, which can be

analyzed by ba d 539 or communicated to server 1 to perforin further analysis. f sent to server

4 , further analyses may be performed by a hospital or other medical facility using data captured by

baud 539. In other examples, more, fewer, or different types of data may be captured for medical-

related activities.

FIG. 5E illustrates representative data types for use with an exemplary data-capable

strapband. in. social media/networking-related activities. Examples of socia media/networking-

related activities include related to Internet-based Social Networking 15 Services ( 8 S ), such as

Faeebookf , er , etc. Here, band 519, shown with an audio data plug, may be configured to

capture data for use with various ty of social media and networking-related services, websites,

and activities, Accelerometer data 580, manual data 582, other user/friends data 584, location data

network data 588, clock/timer data 590, and environmental data 592 ar examples of data that

may be gathered and shared by, for example, uploading dat from band 9 using, for example, an

audio p ug such as those described herein. As another example, accelerometer data 580 ay be

captured and shared w th othe users to share motion, activity, or othe movement-oriented data.

Manual data 582 may be data that a given user also wishes to share with other users. Likewise, other

user/friends data 584 may be from other bands (not shown) that can be shared or aggregated with

data captured by band .9 , Location data 586 for band 519 may also be shared with other users, n

1?



other examples, a user may also e ter manual data 582 to prevent other users o eads from

receiving updated location data from ban 5 Additionally, network dat 588 and clock ti er data

may be captured and shared with other users to indicate, for example, activities or events thai: a given

user (i .e., wearing band 519) was engaged a certain locations. Further, if a user of band 5 9 has

friends who are not geographically located in close or near proximity (e.g., the user of ba 9 is

located in San Francisco and her friend is located in Rome), environmental data can be captured by

band 5 1 (e.g., weather, temperature, humidity, sunn or overcast (as interpreted from data captured

by - light sensor and combined with captured data for humidity and temperature), among others). n

other examples, more, fewer, or different types of data may be captured for medical-related

activities.

F G 6 illustrates a transition between q des of operation for a strapband ia accordance with

various embodiments. A strapband can transition between modes by either entering a mode a 602 or

exiting a mode a 660. The w to enter a mode begins at 602 and flows downward, whereas the

flow to exit the mode begins a t 66 a d flows upward. A mode can he entered and exited explicitly

603 or entered and exited implicitly 605, In. particular, a user can indicate explicitly whether to cater

or exit a mod of operation by using inputs 620 Examples of inputs 620 include a switch with one

or more positions that are each associated with a selectable mode, and a display I/O 624 that can be

touch-sensitive for catering commands explicitly to enter or exit a mode. Note that entry of a second

ode of operation ca extinguish implicitly the first mode of operation further, a user can

explicitly indicate whether to enter or exit mode of operation by usin motion signatures 6 . 0 . That

is, the motion of the strapband can facilitate transitions between modes o f operation. motion

signature is a set of motions or patterns of motion that the strapband can. detect using the logic of the

strapband, whereby the logic can infer a mode fro the motion signature. Examples of motion

signatures are discussed below in FIG . 1. A set of motions can be predetermined, and then can be

associated with a command to enter or exit a ode. Thus, motion ca select a mode of operation. In

so e embodiments, modes of operation include a normal" mode, an "active mode," a "sleep mode"

or "resting mode,"), among other types of modes. A normal mode includes usual or normative

amount of activities, whereas, an "active ode" typically includes relatively large amounts of

activity. Active mode can include activities, such as running and swimming, for example, A "sleep

.mode" or "resting mode" typically includes a relatively low amount of activity that is indicative of

sleeping or resting can be indicative of the user sleeping

A mode ca be entered and exited implicitly 605, n particular, a strapband and its logic can.

determine whether to enter or exit a ode of operation by inferring either an activity or a mode at

630. An inferred mode of operation can be determined as a function of user characteristics 632, such.

as determined by user-relevant sensors (e.g., heart rate, bod temperature, etc . An inferred mode of

operation can be determined using motion matching 634 (e.g., motion is analyzed and a type of

activity is determined). Further, an inferred mode of operation can be determined by examining

environmental factors 636 (e.g., ambient temperature, time, ambient light, etc). To illustrate,



consider that: ( >user characteristics 63 specify that the user's heart rate is at a resting rate and. the

body temperature falls (indicative of resting or sleeping),. (2.) motion matching 634 determines that

the user has a relatively low level of acti vity, and (3 .) environment factors 636 indicate that the time

is 3:00 am and the ambient light is negligible. n vie of the foregoing, an. inference engi e or other

logic of the strapband likely can infer that the user is sleeping and then operate to transition the

strapband into sleep . In this ode, power may be reduced. Note that white a mode may

transition either explicitly or implicitly, it need not exit the same way.

FIG. illustrates a perspective view of an exemplary data-capable strapband configured to

receive overmolding. Here, band 700 includes framework 02, covering 704, flexible circuit 706,

covering 708, motor 710, coverings 714-724. plug 726, accessory 728, control housing 734, control

736, and flexible circuits 737-738. l a some examples, hand 70 is shown with various elements i.e .,

covering 704, flexible circuit 706, covering 708, motor 7.10, coverings 714-724, plug 726, accessory

728, control housing 734, control 736, and flexible circuits 737-738) coupled to framework 702.

Coverings 708, 714-724 and control housing 734 may be configured to protect various types of

elements, which may be electrical, electronic, mechanical, structural, or of another type, without

limitation. For example, covering 708 may be used to protect a battery and power management

module from protective material formed around band 700 during an injection molding operation. As

another example, housing 704 may be used to protect a te circuit board assembly ("PCBA - )

from similar damage, rther, control housing 734 ma be used to protect various types of user

interfaces (e.g., switches, buttons (e.g., control 736), lights, light-emitting diodes, or other control

features and functionality) from damage. I other examples, the elements shown ma be varied in

quantity, type, manufacturer, specification, function, structure, or other aspects in order to provide

data capture, communication, analysis, usage, and other capabilities to ban 700. which may be worn

by a user around a wrist, ar , leg, ankle, neck or other protrusion or aperture, without restriction.

Band 700, in some examples, illustrates an initial unla red device that may be protected using the

techniques for protective overmolding as described above. Alternatively, the number, type, function,

confi gur n, ornamental appearance, or other aspects shown may be varied without limitation.

FIG. 7B illustrates a side view of an exemplary data-capable strapband. Here, band 740

includes framework 702, covering 704, flexible circuit 706, covering 708, motor , battery ,

coverings 714-724, plug 726, accessory 728, button/switch/LED/l,CD Display 730-732, control

housing 734, control 736, and flexible circuits 737-738 and is shown as a side view of band 700, n

other examples, the number, type, function, configuration, ornamental appearance, or other aspects

shown may be varied without limitation,

FIG. 7C illustrates another side view of a exemplary data-capable strapband. Here, band.

750 includes framework 702, covering 704, flexible circuit 706, covering 70S, motor 7 ML battery

2 , coverings -724, accessory 7 , bu on/switch ED/L D Display 730- 2, control housing

734, control 736, and flexible circuits 737-73 and is shown as an opposite side view of band 740.

i some examples, butto sw teh ED/LCD Displa 730-732 may be implemented using different



types o switches, including multiple position switches that may be manuall turned to indicate a

given function or command. Further, underlighting provided by light emitting diodes ("LED") or

other types of low power lights or lighting sy stems may be used to provide a visual status for baud

750. in other examples, the number, type, function, configuration, ornamental appearance, or other

aspects show may be varied without limitation,

FIG. ? illustrates a top view of an exemplary data-capable strapband. Here, ba d 60

e de framework 702, coverings 4-71 722-724, plug 726, accessory 728, control housing

734, control 736, flexible circuits 737-738, and PCSA 762. n other examples, the number, type,

function, configuration, ornamental appearance, or other aspects shown may b e varied without

limitation.

FIG. 7E illustrates a bottom view of an exemplary data-capable strap-band. Here, band 770

includes framework 702, covering 704, flexible circuit 706, covering 70S, motor 1 , coverings -

720, plug 726, accessory 728, control housing 734, control 736, and PCBA 772. some examples,

FCBA 772 may be implemented as any type of electrical or electronic circuit boar element or

component, without restriction, n other examples, the number, type, function, configuration,

ornamental appearance, or other aspects shown may be varied without limitation.

FIG. 7F illustrates a front view of an exemplary data-capable strapband. Here, band 780

includes frame-work 702, flexible circuit 706, coveting 708, motor , coverings 4- and 722,

accessory 728, button/switeh/LED/LCD Display 730, control housing 734, control 736, and flexible

circuit 737. in some examples, b«tton/switeh/LED/LCD Display 730 may be implemented using

various types of displays including liquid crystal (LCD), thin film, active matrix, and others, without

limitation. n other examples, the number, type, erion configuration, ornamental appearance, or

other aspect shown may be varied without limitation.

FIG. 7G illustrates a rear view of a exemplary data-capable strapband. Here, ba d 790

includes framework 02, covering 708, motor 7 , coverings 4- 22, analog audio plug 726,

accessory 728, control 736, and flexible circuit 737, n some examples, control 736 may be a button

eon g s.red for depression in order to activate or initiate other functionality of band 790, I n other

examples, the number, type, function, configuration, ornamental appearance, or other aspects shown

may be varied without limitation.

F G. 8A illustrates a perspective of a n exemplary data-capable strapband having a first

molding. Here, an alternative ban (i.e., band 800) includes molding 802, analog audio TRRS-type

plug (hereafter "plus") 804, plug housing 806, button 808, f mework 8 , control housing 8 2, and

indicator light 814 In some examples, first protective vern oSding (i.e ., molding 802) has bee

applied over band 700 (F G. 7) and the above-described elements (e.g., covering 704, flexible circuit

706, covering 708, motor 0, coverings 4-724, plug 726, accessory 728, control housing 734,

control 736, and flexible circuit 738) leaving some elements partially exposed (e.g., plug 804, plug

housing 806, button 808, framework 810, control housing 81 , and indicator light 14). However,

internal PCBAs, flexible connectors, circuitry, and other sensitive elements have been protectively



covered with a first or inner .molding that ca b configured to further protect band 800 from

subsequent .moldings formed over baud 80 using the above-described techniques. n other

examples, the type, configuration location, shape, design, layout, o other aspects of band 8 0

e varied and are not limited to those show and described. For example, T S plug S may be

removed if a wireless communication facility is instead attached to framework 810, thus having a

transceiver, logic, and antenna instead being protected by molding 802. As another example, button

808 ay be removed and replaced by another control mechanism ( g., an aeeeierorneter that

provides motion data to a processor that, using ttmiware and/or an application, can identify and

resolve different types of motion that ba d 0 is undergoing) thus enabling molding 802 to be

extended more felly, if not completely, over band 800 I ot e examples, the number, type,

function, can-figuration, -ornamental appearance, or other aspects shown may be varied without

limitation,

FIG. SB illustrates a side view of an exemplary data-capable strapbaud. Here, band 820

includes molding 802, plug 804, p ng housing 806, button 808, control housing 2, a d indicator

lights 14 and 822. n other examples, the number, type, taction, configuration, ornamental

appearance, or other aspects shown may be varied without limitation.

FIG. EC illustrates another side view o an exemplary data-capable strapbaud. Here, band

825 includes molding 802, plug 804, button 808, framework 81 , control housing 812, and indicator

lights 4 and 822 . The view shown is a opposite vie of that presented in FIG, 8B. in other

examples, the number, typ e, function, configuration, ornamental appearance, or other aspects shown

may be varied without limitation.

FIG, 8 illustrates a top view of an exemplary data-capable strapbaud . Here, ba d 830

includes molding 2, plug 804, plu housing 806, button 808, control housing 8 2, and indicator

lights 8 4 arid 822 i other examples, the number, type, function, configuration, ornamental

appearance, or other aspects shown may be varied without limitation.

FIG . 8 E illustrates a bottom view of art exemplary data-capable strapband. Here, band 840

includes molding 802, plug 804, plug housing 806, button 808, control housing 2, an indicator

lights 814 and 822 n other examples, the number, type, function, configuration, ornamental

appearance, or other aspects shown may be varied without limitation.

F G. 8F illustrates a front view of an exemplary data-capable strapband Here, ban 850

includes molding 802, plug 804, plug housing 806, butto 808, control housing 2, and indicator

light 814. n other examples, the number, type, function, configuration, ornamental appearance, or

other aspects shown ma be varied without limitation.

FIG. 8 illustrates a rear view of an exemplary data-capable strapband. Here, band 860

includes molding 802 and button 808 In other -examples, the number, type, function, configuration,

ornamental appearance, or other aspects shown may be varied without limitation,

F G 9 A illustrates a perspective view of an exemplary data-capable strapbaud having a

second molding. Here, band 900 includes molding 9 2, plug 904, and button 906 As shown



another overmoldiug or protective material has been formed by injection molding, for example,

maiding 902 over ba d 900. As another molding or covering layer, molding 90 may also be

configured to receive surface designs, raised textures, o patterns, which may be used to add to the

commercial appeal of band 0, n some examples, band 900 may illustrative of a finished data-

capable strapband (i.e., band TOO (f 10 7), 800 (FIG. 8) or 900} that may b configured to provide a

wide range of electrical, electronic, mechanical, structural, photonic, or other capabilities.

Here, ba d 900 may be configured to perform data communication with o e or more othe

dativcapable devices (e.g., oilier bands, computers, networked computers, clients, servers, peers, and

the like) using wired or wireless features. Fo example, plug 900 may be used, n connection with

firmware and software that allow for the transmission of audio tones to send or receive encoded data,

which .may be performed using a variety f encoded waveforms and protocols, without limitation.

other examples, plug 904 .may be removed and instead replaced with a wireless communication

facility that is protected by molding 902. If using a wireless communication faeiliry and protocol,

band 900 ma conununicate with other data-capable devices such as ce l phones, smart phones,

computers (e.g., desktop, laptop, notebook, tablet, and the like}, computing networks an d clouds, and

other types of data-capable devices, without limitation still other examples, ba d 9 0 and the

elements described above i connection with FIGs. 1-9, may be varied in type, configuration,

function, structure, or other aspects, without limitation to any of th examples shown and described.

FIG. 9B illustrates a side view of an exemplary data-capable strapband Here, band 0

includes molding 902, plug 904, and button 906. n other examples, th number, type, fu ction,

configuration, ornamental appearance, or other aspects shown may be varied without limitation.

FIG, 9C illustrates another side view of an exemplary data-capable strapband. Here, band

920 includes molding 902 and button 906. in oilier examples, the number, type, function,

configuration, ornamental appearance, or other aspects shown may be varied without limitation.

FIG. 90 illustrates a top view of an exemplary data-capable strapband. Here, band 930

includes .molding 902, plug 904, button 906, an textures 932-934 , n some examples, textures 932-

934 may be applied to th external f of molding 902. As an. example, textured surfaces may b

molded into the exterior surface of molding 902 to aid with handling or to provide ornamental or

aesthetic designs. The type, shape, and repetitive nature of textures 932-934 are not limiting and

designs may be either two or three-dimensional relative to the planar surface of molding 902. n

other examples, the number, type, function, configuration, ornamental appearance, or other aspects

shown may be varied without limitation,

FIG . 9 . illustrates a bottom view of an exemplary data-capable strapband. Here, ban 940

includes molding 902 and textures 932-934, as described above, h other examples, the number,

type, function, configuration, ornamental appearance, or other aspects shown may be varied without

limitation.

FIG, 9F illustrates a front view of an exemplary data-capable strapband. Here, band 950

includes molding 902, plug 904, and textures 932-934. n other examples, the number, type.



function, configuration, a appearance, o other aspects shown may be varied without

limitation.

FIG, G illustrates a rear view of a xemplar data-capable strapba d Here, ba d 960

includes molding 902. button 906, an textures 932-934. n other examples, the number, type,

function, configuration, ornamental appearance, or other aspects shown may be varied without

limitation.

F G . 0 illustrates an exemplary computer system suitable for use wit a data-capable

strapband. n some examples ., computer system 00 ma be used to implement computer programs,

applications, methods, processes, or other software to perform the above-described techniques

Computer system 00 includes a bus 002 or other communication mechanism for communicating

information, which interconnects subsystems and devices, such as processor . 004 , system memory

1006 (e.g., RAM), storage device 1008 (e.g., ROM), d sk drive .1010 (e.g., magnetic o .optical),

communication interface . 0 12 (e.g., .modem or Ethernet card), display 1014 (e.g., CRT or LCD),

input device 1016 (e.g., key board), and cursor control 1 18 (e.g., mouse or trackball).

According to some examples, computer system 000 performs specific operations by

processor Ϊ 004 executing one or more sequences of one or more instructions stored in system

memory 1006. S c instructions may be read into system memory 1006 from another computer

readable medium, .such as static storage device 08 or disk drive 1010. In some examples, hard¬

wired circuitry may be used in place of or is combination with software instructions for

implementation.

The term "computer readable medium" refers to any tangible medium that participates in

providing instructions to processor 1004 for execution. Such a medium ay take many forms,

including but not limited to, non-volatile media and volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for

example, optical or magnetic disks, such as disk drive 1010 Volatile edia includes dynamic

memory, such as system memory 1006

Commo forms of computer readable media includes, for example, floppy disk, flexible disk,

hard disk, magnetic tape, any other magnetic medium, CD-ROM, any other optica! medium, punch

cards, paper tape, any other physical medium with patterns of holes, RAM, PROM, EPROM,

FLASH-EPROM, other me or chip or cartridge, or any other medium fro which a computer

ca read.

instructions may further be transmitted or received using a transmission medium. The term

"transmission medium" may incl ude any tangible or intangible medium thai is capable of storing,

encoding or carrying instructions for execution by the machine, and .includes digital or analog

communications signals or other intangible medium to facilitate communication of s ch instructions.

Transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper wire, and fiber optics, including wires that

comprise bus 1002 for transmitting a computer data signal.

h some examples, execution of the sequences of instructions may be performed by a .single

computer system 000. According to some examples, two or more computer systems 1000 coupled



by communication link 020 (e.g.. LAN, PSTN, or wireless network) ay perform the sequence of

instructions i coordination with one another. Computer system 1000 a transmit and receive

messages, data, and instructions, including program, i.e., application code, through communication

li k 102 arid communication interface 10 . Rece ed program code may executed by processor

J004 as i is rece ed , and/or sto red in disk drive 010, or other non-volatile storage for later

execution.

FIG. 1 depicts a variety of inputs in a specific example of a strapband, such as a data-

capable strapband, according to various embodiments. n diagram 00 , strapband 2 can include

one or more of the following: a switch ί 104, a displa / .1 0, and a .multi-pole or multi-position

switch ί 101. Switch 1 04 can rotate in direction .1 0? to select a mode, or switch 1 4 can be a

push button operable by pushing .in direction 05, whereby subsequent press ing of the button cycles

through different modes of operation. Or, different sequences of short an long durations during

which the butto is activated. Display I/O 120 ca e a touch-sensitive graphical user interface.

The multi-pole switch i 1 1, i some examples, ca be a four-position switch, eac position being

associated w ith a mode (e.g., a sleep mode, an active mode, a normal mode, etc.). Additionally,

commands ca be entered via graphical user interface 1. 2 via wireless (or wired.) communication

device 111.0. Further, any number of visual outputs (e.g., LEDs as indicator lights), audio outputs,

ami/or mechanical (e.g., vibration) outputs can be implemented to inform the user of an event, a

mode, or any other status of interest relating to th functionality of the strapband

F Gs. 12A. to 1 .F depict a variety of motion signatures as input into a strapband, such a a

data-capable strapband, according to various embod iments in FIG, 2 .A , diagram 1200 depicts a

user's a (e.g., as a locomotive member or appendage) with a strapband 1 02 attached to user wrist

03. Strapband 1 02 can envelop or substantially surround user wrist 1 0 as well. FlGs 12 o

illustrate different "motion .signatures" defined by various ranges of motio and/or motion

patterns (as well as number of motions), whereby each of the motion signatures identifies a mode of

operation. F G 2 depicts up-and-down motion, FIG. 12C depicts rotation about the wrist, and

FIG, 2 depicts side-to-aide motion, FIG. 12E depicts an. ability detect a change in mode as a

function of the motion and deceleration (e.g., whe a user claps hands or makes contact with a

surface 1220 get strapband to change modes), whereas, FI 2F depicts a ability to detect "

motion" initially an experience an abrupt acceleration of the strapband (e.g., user taps strapband

with finger 1230 to change modes). Note tha motion signatures can be motion patterns that are

predetermined, with the user selecting or Unking a specific motio signature to invoke a specific

mode. Note, too, a user can define unique motion signatures. n some embodiments, any number of

detect motions can be used to define a . motion signature. Thus, different numbers of the same motion

can activate different modes. For example, two up-and-down motions in FIG. 12B can activate one

mode, whereas four up-and-down motions can activate another mode. Further, any combination of

motions (e.g„ two. up-and-down motions of F G . 12 B and two taps of F G . E) can be used as an

input, regardless whether a mode of operation or otherwise.



FIG. depicts an ference engi e of a strapband configured to detect an activity and/or a

mode based on monitored motion, according to various e bodime ts. I some embodiments,

inference engine 04 of a strapband ca b configured to delect a acti vity or mode, or a state of a

strapband, as function of at least data derived from one or more sources of data, such as any

number of sensors. Examples of data obtained by the sensors include, but are not limited to, data

describing motion, location, user characteristics (e.g., heart rate, body temperature, etc.),

environmental characteristics (e.g., time, degree o f ambient light, altitude, magnetic flux (e.g.,

magnetic field of the earth), or any other source of magnetic flux), GPS-generated position data,

proximity to other strapband wearers, etc.), and data derived or sensed by any source of relevant

information. Further, inference engine 1304 i configured to analyze sets of data .fr om a variety of

inputs and sources o f information t identify art activity mode and/or state of a strapband. n o e

example, set. o f sensor data ca include GPS-derived. data, data representing magnetic flux, data

representing rotation (e.g., as derived by a gyroscope), and any other data that can be relevant to

inference engine 04 in its operation. T e inference engine can use positional data along with

motion-related information to identify an activity or mode, among other purposes.

According to some embodiments, inference engi e 04 can be configured to analyze real¬

time sensor data, such as use -related data 30.1 derived in real-time from sensors and/or

environmental-related data 1303 derived in real-time fro sensors. n particular, inference engine

304 an compare any of the data derived in real-time (or .from storage) against other types of data

(regardless of whether the data is real-time or archived). The data can originate fro different

sensors, and can obtained n real-time or from memory as user data 1352, Therefore, inference

engine 304 can be configured to compare data (or sets of data) against each other, thereby matching

sensor data, as well as other data, to determine an activity or mode.

Diagram 00 depicts an example of an inference engine 04 that is configured to determine

an activity in which the user is engaged, as a function of motion and, in sonic embodiments, as a

function of sensor data, such as user-related data derived from sensors and/or envirofuaenfai-

related data . 303 derived from sensors. Examples of activities that inference e gine . 304 evaluates

include sitting, sleeping, working, running, walking, playing soccer o baseball, swimming, resting,

socializing, touring, visiting various locations, shopping at a store, and the like. These activities ar

associated with different motions of the user, and, in particular, dif ferent motions of one or more

locomotive members (e.g., motion of a user's ar or wri t) that are inherent i the different

activities. For example, a user's wrist mo ti on during running is more "pendulum-like" in it motion

pattern, whereas, the wrist motion during swimming (e.g., freestyle strokes) is more "circular-like in

its motion pattern. Diagram 1.300 also depicts a motion matcher 1320, which is config ured to detect

and analyze motion to determine the activity (or the most probable activity) in which the user is

engaged. To further refine the determination of the activity, inference engine 04 includes a user

eharactertzer 1310 and an environmental detector 1 . to detect sensor data for purposes of

comparing subsets of sensor data (e.g., one or ore types of data) against other subsets of data.



Upon determining a match between sensor data, inference engine 04 can use the matched sensor

data, as well as motion-related data, to identify a specific activity or mode. User characterize* 1

is configured to accept user-related data 130 from relevant sensors. Examples of user-related data

30.1 include heart rate, bod temperature, or any other personally-related information with whic

inference engine 3 4 can determine, for example, whether user is sleeping or not. Further,

environmental detector 1 ! is configured to accept environmental-related data 303 from relevant

sensors. Examples of enviroinnental-related data 3 include time, ambient temperature, degree of

brightness (e.g., whethe in the dark or in sunlight), location data (e.g. , GPS data, or derived .from

wireless networks), or an other environmental-related information with which inference engine

04 can determine whether a user is engaged in a particular activi ty

A strapband can. operate in different modes of operation. One mode of operation is a "active

mode.' Active mode can. be associated w h activities that involve relatively high degrees of motion

at relatively high rates of change. Thus, a strapband enters the active mode to sufficiently capture

and monitor data with such activities, with power consumption as being less critical n thi mode, a

controller, such as mode controller 1302, operates at a higher sample rate to capture the motion of

the s rapban at, for example, higher rates o speed. Certain safety or health-related monitoring can

be imple mented in active mode, or, in response to engaging in a specific activity. For example, a

controller of strapband can monitor a user's heart rate against normal and abnormal heart rates to

alert the ser to any issues during, for example, a strenuous activity. n some embodiments,

strapband can be configured a set forth in FIG. 5 and user characterize! 1310 can process user-

related Information from sensors described in relation FiCi 5B. Another mode of operation is a

"sleep mode." Sleep mode can be associated with activities that involve relatively low degrees of

motion a relatively low rates of change. Thus, a strapband enters the sleep mode t sufficiently

capture a d monitor data with such activities, while preserving power. n some embodiments,

strapband ca be configured as set forth in FIG. 5C a d user characterizer 0 can process user-

related information from sensors described in relation FIG. 5€. Yet another mode is "normal mode,'

in. which the strapband operates in. accordance with typical user activities, such as during work,

travel movement around the house, bathing, etc. A strapband can operate in any number different

modes, including a health monitoring mode, which can. implement, for example, the features set forth

in F G. 5.D. Another mode of operation is "social mode' of operation in which the user interacts

with other users of similar rapbands or communication devices, and, thus, a strapband can

implement, for example, the features set forth in FIG. 5E. Any of these modes ca be entered or

exited either explicitly or implicitly.

Diagram 0 also depicts a . motion matcher 320, which is configured to detect and analyze

motion to determine the activ y (or th .most probable activ y) in which the user s engaged. In

various embodiments, motion matcher 2 can fo r part of inference engine i 304 (not shown), or

can have a structure and/or function separaie therefrom (as shown). Regardless, the structures andfor

functions of inference e gin 1304, including user characterizer 0 and an environmental detec tor



- and motion matcher ί 320 cooperate to determine an activity n which the user is engaged and

transmit data indicating the activity (and. other related information) to a controller (e.g., a mode

controller i 302) tot is configured to control operation of a mode, such as a "active m d " of the

strapband,

Motion matcher . 2 of G, 1 includes a motion/activity deduction e gine 1324, a motion

capture .manager 322 a d a motion analyzer 326. Motion matcher 320 can receive motion-related

data 03 from relevant sensors, elud g those sensors that relate to space or position and to time.

Examples of such sensors include acceieronieters, motion detectors, veiocirneters, altimeters,

barometers, etc. Motion capture manage 1322 is configured to capture portions of motion, and t

aggregate those portions of motion to form an aggregated motion pattern or profile. Further, motion

capture manager 22 is configured to store motion patterns as profiles 44 i database 1340 for

real-time or future analysis. Motion profiles . 44 include sets of data relating to instances of motion

or aggregated portions of motion (e.g., as a function of time and space, such as expressed in X, Y, Z

coordinate sy stems).

For example, motion capture manager 1322 can be configured to capture motion relating to-

the activity of walking and motion relating to running, each motion being associated with a specific

profile . 344. To illustrate, consider that motion profiles 344 o walking and running share some

.portions of motion in common. For exampie, the user's wrist motion during running and walking

share a "pendulum-like" pattern over time, but. differ in sampled positions of the strapband. During

walking, the wrist an strapband is generally a waist-level as th user walks with arms relaxed (e.g.,

swinging of the arms during walking can result in longer arc-like motion pattern over distance and

time), whereas during running, a user typically raises the wrists and changes the orientation of the

strapband (e.g., swinging of the arms during running can result in a shorter arc-like motion pattern).

Motion/activity deduction engine 1324 configured to access profiles 1344 and deduce, for

example, in real-time whether the activity is walking or running.

Motion/activity deduction engine 1324 is configured to analyze portion of motion and

deduce the activity (e.g., an aggregate of the portions of motion) in. which the user s engaged and.

provide to t information to the inference engine 04, which, in turn, compares user characteristics

and environmental characteristics against the deduced activity to confirm or reject the determination.

For example, if motion/activity deduction engine 1324 deduces that monitored motion indicates tha

the user is sleeping, then the heart rate of the user, as a user characteristic, can e used to compare

against thresholds in user data 1352 of database 1350 to confirm that the user's heart rate is

consistent w th a sleeping user. User data 1352 can also include past location data, whereby historic

location data can be used to determine whether a location is frequented by a user (e.g., as a means of

identi fying the user). Further, inference engine . 04 can evaluate environmental characteristics,

such as whether there is ambient tight (e.g., darkness implies conditions for resting..!, th time of day

(e.g., a person's sleeping times typically can b between midnight and am.), or other related

information.



In operation, motion/activity deduction engine 324 can.be configured to store motion-related

data to m motion profiles . 44 in real-time (or near real-time). In some embodiments, the

motion-related data can be compared against motion reference data 46 to determine "a match" of

motions. Motion reierence data 46 which includes reference motio profiles a d patterns., can be

derived by motion daia captured for the user during previous activities, whereby the previous

activities and motion thereof serv as a reference against which to compare. Or, motion reference

data 346 can include idea or statistically-relevant motion patteras against which motion/activity

deduction engine 1324 determines match by determining which reference profile data 46 "best

fits" real-time motion data. Motion/activity deduction engine 324 can operate io determine a

motion pattern, and, thus, determine an activity. Note that motion reference profile data 1346, in

some embodiments, serves as a "motion fingerprint" for a user and cart be unique and personal to

specific user. Therefore, motion reference profile data 46 can be used by controller t determine

whether subsequent use of a strapband is by the authorized user or whether fee current user's real¬

time motion data is mismatch against motion reference profile data 46 f there is mismatch, a

controller can activate a security protocol responsive to the unauthorized use to preserve information

or generate an alert to be communicated external to the strapband.

Motion analy zer 6 is configured to analyze morion, for example, in real-time, among

other th i gs For example, if the user is swinging a baseball bat or golf club (e.g., -when the

strapband is located on d e wrist) or the user is kicking a soccer ball (e. g., when the strapband is

located on the ankle), motion analyzer 26 evaluates the captured motion to detect tor example,

deceleration motion (e.g. , as a motion-centric event), which can be indicative of an impulse event,

such as striking an object, like a golf ba l. Motion-related characteristics, such as space and time, as

well a other environment and user characteristics can be captured relating t o th motion-centric

event. A motion-centric event, for example, is an event that can. relate to changes in position during

motion, as well as changes in time or velocity. some embodiments, inference engine 1.304 stores

user characteristic data and environmental data in database 50 as user data 352 for archival

purposes, reporting purposes, or any other purpose. Similarly inference engine 1304 and/or motion

matcher 1320 can store motion-related data as -motion data 1342 for real-time and/or future use

According to some embodiments, stored data can be accessed by a user or any entity (e.g. , a third

party) to adjust the data of databases 1340 and 1350 to, for example, optimize motion profile data or

sensor data to ensure more accurate results, A user can access motion profile data in. database 1350.

Or, a user ca adjust the functionality of inference engine 304 to ensure more accurate or precise

determinations. For example, if inference engine 3 4 detects a user's walking motion as a running

motion, the user ca modify the behavior of the logic i the strapband to increase the accuracy a d

optimize the operation of the strapband.

F G . 4 depicts a . representative implementation of one or more strapbands and equivalent

devices, as wearable devices, to form unique motion profiles, according to various embodiments, in

diagram. 1 00, strap-bands and an equi valent device are disposed on locomot e members of the user.



whereby the locomotive members facilitate m o ti o relative to a d about a center point 1430 (e.g., a

reference point for a position, such a a center o f mass). A headset i s configured to

communicate with strapbands 14 , 4 12 1413 and 1414 a d s disposed on a b od portion 1402

(e.g., the head), which is subject to m o tio relative to -center point 1430. Strapbands . 4 and . 12

are disposed on locomotive portions 1404 o f the use (e.g., the arms o r wrists), whereas strapbands

1413 and 1414 are disposed o n locomotive portion 40 6 o f the user (e.g., the legs or ankles). A s

shown, headset 1 10 is disposed at distance 4 20 fr o center point 1430, strapbands 141 f and 1412

are disposed at distance 1422 from center point 1430, and strapbands 1 13 and 14 1 are disposed at

distance 1.424 from center point 1430. A great number o users have different values o f distances

1420, 1422. and . 24 . Further, different wrist-to - b o and eibcnv-to~slK>ulder lengths for different

users affect the relative motion o f strapbands 14 and 1412 about cen te point 1430, and similarly,

different hip-t.o4mee and krtee-to-ankte lengths for different s affect the relative motion o f

strapbands 1413 and 1414 about center point 1430. Moreover, a great: number o f users have unique

gaits and sty le of motion. The above-described {actors, as well as other factors, facilitate the

determination o f a unique motion profile for a user per activity (or in combination o f a number o f

activities). The uniqueness of the motion patterns in which a user performs an activity enables the

use o f motion profile data to provide a "motion fingerprint," A ''motion fingerprint" i s unique to a

user and can b e compared against detected motion profiles to determine, for example, whether a use

o the strapband by a subsequent wearer is unauthorized I some cases, unauthorized users d o no

typically share common motion profiles. Note that while four ar shown, fewer than four can b e

used to establish a "motion fingerprint ' or more can be shown (e.g., a strapband can be disposed in a

pocket or otherwise carried b y the user), f or example, a us r can place a single strapbands at

different portions o f the body to capture motion patterns for those body parts in a serial .fashion.

Then, each of the motions patterns ca be combined to form a "motion fingerprint" some cases, a

single strapband 14 is sufficient to establish a "motion fingerprint." Note, too, that one or more o f

strapbands 14 , 1.412, 1.4 . and 1414 can be co n figu red to operate with multiple users, including

non-human users, such a s pets,

FIG. 15 depicts a example o f a motion capture manager configured to capture motion and

portions therefore, according to various embodiments. Diagram .5 00 depicts an example o f a

motion matcher 1.560 and/or a motion capture manager 156.1, one o r both o f which ar configured to

capture m otio of a activity or state o f a user and generate one or more motion profiles, such as

motion profile 1502 and motion profile 1552. Database 70 is configured to store motion profiles

1.502 and 1552. Note that motion profiles 1502 and 52 are shown as graphical representation o f

motion data for purposes of discussion, and can be stored in any suitable data structure or

arrangement. Note, too, that motion profiles 2 and 1552 can represent real-time motion data wit

wh ich a motion matcher 5 6 uses to determine modes and activities.

To illustrate operation o f motion capture manager 56 , consider that (notion profile 50 2

represents motion data captured for a running or walking activity. The data o f motion profile 1502



indicates the user is traversing along the Y-axis with motions describable in X, Y , Z coordinates o

an other coordinate system. T e rate at which motio is captured along the Y -ax is based o the

sampling rate and includes a time component. For a strapband disposed on a wr t of a user, motion

capture manager . 6 captures portions of motion, such as repeated motion segments A-io-B and B ~

t In particular, morion capture manager 156 . is configured to detect motion for an arm .5 0 1a . in

the +Y direction fro the beginning of the forward swinging arm (e.g., point A) to the end of the

forward swinging ar (e.g., point B). Further, o tio capture manager ί 56 is -configured to detect

motion for arm 50 1b in the -Y direction from the beginning of the backward swingin arm (e.g.,

point B ) to the end of the back ward swinging arm (e.g. , point C) Note that point C is at a greater

distance along th Y-axis than point A as the center point or center mass of the user ha advanced in

the -Y direction. Motion capture manager 6 1 continues to monitor and capture motion until, for

example, motion capture ma age 6 detects no sign ifi cant motion (i.e., below a threshold) or a

activity or mode is ended.

Note that in some embodiments, a motion profile can be captured by motion capture manager

1561 in a "normal " of operation and sampled at a Curst sampling rate ("sample rate 1") 532

between samples o data 520 which is a relatively slow sampling rate that is configured to operate

with normal activities. Samples of data 520 represent not only motion data (e.g., data regarding X ,

Y, and Z coordinates, time, accelerations, velocities, etc.), but can also represent or link to user

related information captured a those sample times. Motion matcher 60 analyzes the motion, and,

if the motion relates to an activity associated with an "aciive mode," ot ion matcher 1560 signals to

the controller, such as a mode controller, t change modes (e.g., from normal to active mode).

During active mode, the sampling rate increases to second sampling rate ("sample rate " 534

between samples of data 1520 (e.g., as well as between a sample of data 520 and a sample of data

1540) A n increased sampling rate can facilitate, for example, a more accurate set of captured

motion data. To illustrate the above, consider that a itser is sitting or stretching prior to work out.

The user's activities likely are occurring in a normal mode o f operation. B u once motion data of

profile 1502 is detected, a motion/activity deduction engine can deduce the activity of running, an

then can infer the ode ought to be the active mode. The logic of the stfapband the can place the

strapband into the active mode. Therefore, the strapband can change modes of operation implicitly

(i.e.. explicit actions to change modes need not be necessary). n some cases, a mode controller ca

identify an activity as a "running" activity, and then invoke activity-specific functions, suc h as an

indication (e.g., a vibratory indication) t the user every one-quarter mile or 15 minute duration

during the activity.

FIG. 15 also depicts another motion profile 1552, Consider that motion profile 1552

represents motion data captured for swimming activity (e.g., using a freestyle stroke). Similar to

profile 502, the motion patter data of motion profile 52 indicates foe user is traversing along the

Y-axis, The rate at whieh motion i captured along the Y-axis is based on the sampling rate of

samples 20 and 1540, for example. For a strapband disposed on a wrist of a user, motion capture



manager 6 1 captures the portions of motion, s ch a motion segments A o B and B-to-C. I

pa ieu ar, .motion capture manager i 5 s configured to detect motion for an arm a i the +Y

direction from the beginning of a forward ar (e.g., point A) to the end of the forward arc (e.g., point

B). Further, motion capture .manager 5 is configured to detect motion for arm 155 in the ~Y

direction from the beginning of reverse arc (e.g., point B) to the end of the reverse arc (e.g., point C).

Motion capture manager 56 .1 continues to monitor nd capture .motion until, for example, motion

capture .manager 56 detects no significant motion (i.e., be o a threshold) or an activit or .mode is

ended

n operation, a mode controller can determine that the motion data of profile 552 i

associated with an active mode, similar wit the above-described running activity, an can place the

strapband in to the active .mode, if it i not already in that mode. Further, motion matcher 6 can

analyze the motion pa tter data of profile 52 against, for example, the morion data of profile 1.502

and conclude that the activity associated with the data being captured for profile 52 does not relate

to a running activity. Motion matcher 60 then can analyze profile 52 of the real-time generated

motion data, and, if it determines a . match with reference motion data or the activity of s

motion matche 566 can generate an indication thai the user is performing "swi.ram.ing" as an

activity. T s, the strapband and it logic can implicitly determine an activity that a user is

performing (i.e., explicit actions to specify an activity need not be necessary). Therefore, a mode

controller then can invoke swimming-specific functions, such as an application to generate an

indication (e.g., a vibratory indication) to the user a completion of every lap, or can count a . number

of strokes. Whil e not shown, motio matcher 60 and/or a motion capture manager 15 can be

configured to implicitly determine modes of operation, such as a sleeping mode of operation (e.g. ,

the mode controller, in part, can analyze motion patterns against a motion profile that includes sleep-

related motion data. Motion matcher 0 and/or a motion capture manager 1 also ca be

configured to an activity out of a number of possible activities

FIG. depicts an example of a motion analyzer configured to evaluate motion-centric

events, according to various embodiments. Diagram 1600 depicts an example of a motion matcher

660 and/or a motion analyzer 1666 for capturing motion of an activity or state of a -user and

generating one or more motion profiles, such as a motion profile 02 To illustrate, consider that

motion profile 1.602 represents motion data captured for an. acrivity of swinging a baseball bat 1604.

The motion pattern data of motion profile 1602 indicates the user begins the swing at position 1 04a

in the -Y direction. The user moves the strapband and the bat to position 1604b, and then swings the

bat toward the Y direction when contact is made with the baseball at position 04 . Note that the

set. of data samples 3 includes data samples 630a and 1630b at relatively close proximity to each

other in profile 1602 This indicates a deceleration (e.g., a slight, but detectable deceleration) in the

bat when it hits the baseball. Thus, motion analyzer 66 can analyze motion to determine motion-

centric- events, such as striking a baseball, striking a . go f ball or kicking a soccer ball Data

regarding the motion-centric events can be stored in database 16 0 for additional analysis or



archi ving purposes, for example.

FIG. l ustrates actio an event processing during a mode of operation n accordance w th

various embodiments; At 1702, the strapband s a mode of operation. During a certain mode, a

controller (e.g., a . mode controller) can be configured to monitor user characteristics at .1 7 4 relevant

to the mode, as well as relevant .motion at 1706 and environmental factors at 708 . The logic of the

strapband can operate to detect user and mode-related events a 0, as well as motion-centric

events at 7 2 . Optionally, upon detection of an event, the logic of the strapband can perform an

action at 4 o inhibit an action at , and continue loop at 1718 during the activity or mode.

To illustrate action and event processing of a strapband, consider the following examples.

First, consider a person is performing an activity o .running o jogging, and enters a active ode at

1 02 Th logic of the strapband analyzes user characteristics at 04, such as sleep patterns, and

determines tha the person as been getting less than a normal amount of sleep fo the last few days,

and that the person's heart rate indicates the user is undergoing strenuous exercise as confirmed by

detected motion in 06. Further, the logic determines a large number of wireless signals, indicating

a populated area, such as along a busy street. Next, the logic detects an incoming call to the user's

headset at 1710. Given the state of the user, the logic suppresses the call at 16 to ensure thai the

user is not distracted and thus not endangered.

A a second example, consider a person is performing an activity of sleeping and has entered

sleep mode at 1702. Th logic of the strapband analy zes user characteristics at 04, such as heart

rate, body temperature, and other user characteristics relevant to the determination whether the

person is in REM sleep. Further, the person's motion has decreased sufficiently to match that typical

of periods of deep or REM sleep as confirmed by detected motion (or lac thereof) at 06 ,

Environmental factors indicate a relatively dark room a 708. Upon determination that the user is in

REM sleep, as an event, at 7 0, the logic of the strapband inhibits an alarm at 1716 set to wake the

user until REM sleep Is over. This process loops at 718 until the user is out of REM sleep, when

th alarm can be performed subsequently at 714 , n one example, the alarm s implemented as a

vibration generated y the strapband. Note that the strapband can. inhibit the alarm .features of a

mobile phone, as the strapband can communicate art alarm disable signal to the mobile phone.

in at least some examples, the structures and/or functions of any o the above-described

features can be implemented in software, hardware, firmware, circuitry, or a combination thereof.

Note that the structures and constituent elements above, as wel as their functionality, may be

aggregated with on or more other structures or elements. Alternatively,, the elements and their

functionality may be subdivided into constituent sub-elements, if any. As software, the above-

described techniques may be implemen ted using various types of programming or .formatting

languages, frameworks, syntax, applications, protocols, objects, or techniques. As hardware and/or

firmware, the above-described techniques may be implemented using various types of programm ing

or integrated circuit design languages, including hardware description languages, such as an register

transfer language TL configured to design field- programmable gate arrays ( PGA ),



application-specific integrated circuits ("ASICs"), o r a y other type of integrated circuit. These can

be varied and are not limited to th examples o r descriptions provided.

FIG, S illustrates an exemplary wearable device for sensory user interlace. Here, a cross-

sectional view of wearable device 80 includes bousing . 02 , switch 04, switch rod 806, switch

seal 808, pivot arm I8l0, s ring 8 , printed circuit board (hereafter "PCB") 18 4 , support 18 6 ,

light pipes 1818-1820, and light windows 1822-1824. I some examples, wearable device 800 may

be implemented as part of band 900 (FIG. 9A), providing a user interface for user to interact,

m or otherwise manipulate controls for a data-capable strapbaad. As shown, when switch

804 is depressed stopped y switch seal 808, switch rod 1806 ma be configured t

mechanically engage pivot arm 0 and cause electrical contact with one or more ele e ts o n PCB

1814 n an alternative example, pivot arm 810 may cause light to be selectively reflected back,

depending on the positio of pivot arm 181.0, to PCB . 4 , which may comprise an optical

transmitter/receiver to detect th reflection and to report back different rotational positions of pivot

arm 18 10 I another alternative example, pivot arm 1. 10 may comprise magnets, which may be

brought into, and out of, proximity with one o r more magnetic field sensor on PCB 1 4 indicating

different rotational positions of switch. 04 In other examples, switch 04 ay be configured to

rotate and cause electrical contact with other elements on PCB 18 . . Spring 1812 is configured to

return switch rod 0 and button 804 to a recoiled position to await another user input (e.g.,

depression of switch 04). n som examples, light sources (e.g., LED 224 (FIG. 2A» may be

mounted on PC 14 and, usin light pipes 1. 8 . an . 20 provide illuminated displays through

light windows 822 and 1824. Further, light windows 1822 and 1824 may be implemented as

rotating switches that arc translucent, transparent, or opaque and, when rotated, emit light from

different features that visually indicate when a different function, mode, or operation is present. In

other examples, wearable device 00 a b implemented differently and is not limited to those

provided.

FIG. 18B illustrates a alternative exemplary wearable device for sensory user interface.

Here, a cross-sectional view of an alternative wearable device 30 includes switch ro 1 06, pivot

arm 8 10, spring 8 12, light pipes 1818-1820, switch sea! 832, and detents 1834. n some

examples, switch seal 32 may be configured differently than as shown in FIG, , providing a

flush surface against which switch. 1804 (FIG. 8A.) may b e depressed unti stopped b de ent 34 ,.

Further, switch seal. 32 ay be formed using material that is waterproof, water-resistant, or

otherwise able to prevent the intrusion of und sir d materials, chemicals, o liquids into the interior

cavity of wearable device 830. in other examples, wearable device 830 may b configured,

designed, formed, fabricated, function, or otherwise implemented differently an i not limited to the

features, functions, and structures shown.

FIG. 1 C illustrates an exemplary switch rod to be use with an exemplary wearable device.

Here, a perspective view of switch rod 06, which may be configured to act as a shaft or piston that,

when depressed using switch 1804 (FIG. SA), engages pivot arm 8 0 (FIG, ) and moves into



electrical contact one or more components o PCB 4 .. Limits o the rotation or movement of

switch rod .806 ay be provided by various types of mechanical structures and are not limited to

any examples shown and described.

FIG, 8 illustrates an exemplary switch for use with an exemplary wearable device, .Here,

distal end of wearable device 1840 is shown including housing 02 , switch. . 04 , concentric

seal . 84 2 A s an alternative design, concentric seal 842 be implemented to provide greater

connectsvity between switch 04 and detents 1834 (not shown; F G B ). A s shown, a concentric

well in concentric seal 1842 may b configured to receive switch 1804 and, when depressed, e gage

switch rod 806 (not show ; F G . A ) . n other examples, wearable device 40 and the above-

described elements may b varied in function, structure, design, implementation, or other aspects and.

are not lim ite to those shown.

FIG. 18E illustrates an exemplary sensory user interface. Here, wearable device 50

includes housing 1802, switch 1804, and light windows 1822-1824. n some examples, light

windows 1.822- 24 may be implemented using various designs, shapes, o r features in order t

permit light t emanate from, for example, E s mounted on PC S 1.8 . 4 Further, light windows

822.-1 2 may also be imp lemen ted as rotating switches that, when turned to a given orientation,

provide a visual indication o f a function, mode, activity, state, or operation being performed. In

other examples, -wearable device 50 and the above-described elements m a e implemented

differently design, function, or structure, and re not limited to those shown,

Although the foregoing examples have been described in some detail for purposes o f clarity

o f understanding, d above-described inventive techniques are not limited to the details provided.

There are many alternative ways o f implementing the above-described invention techniques. Th

disclosed examples are illustrative and not restrictive.
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What is claimed;

1. wearable device, comprising:

a sensor coupled to the wearable device, the sensor being configured to .sense a .sensory input;

processor configured to transform the sensory input to data, the data being processed by an

application configured to determine activity being performed and to generate information

associated with the activity being performed while th wearable device is word, the activity bein

determined using a .motion matcher configured to generate a motio profile associated with the

activity, the motion profile configured to be accessed and modified when the activity s performed

again; a d

a communications .facility coupled to die wearable device and configured to transfer the data

between the wearable device and another device, the data being configured to b presented on a user

interface on the wearable device during me performance of the activity.

2 . he wearable device of clai , wherein the motion atche comprises a motion capture

manager configured to form and store the motion profile.

3. The wearable device of claim 1 wherein the wearable device is configured to transition from

a first mode of operation to a second mode of operation as a function of the activity,

4. The wearable device of claim I , wherein the sensor is an aecele eter configured to detect a

motion, the motion being converted to other data b the accelerometer.

5. The wearable device of claim 1, wherein the sensor is configured to measure a temperature.

6. The wearable device of clai . , wherein the sensor is configured to measure first

temperature and a second temperature.

7. The wearable device of claim 6, wherein a temperature differential between the first

temperature and the second temperature is determined by the processor.

8 . The wearable device of claim I , wherein the sensor is configured to measure galvanic skin

response.

9. The wearable device of claim i , further comprising a housing that is flexible and configured

to adapt to an anatomical body around which the wearable device is worn.

. The wearable device of claim , wher n the data is used by the processor to determine a

caloric burn rate.

. The wearable device of claim I , wherein the application is hosted on the another device.

12. The wearable device of claim 1, wherein the communications facility is configured to transfer

data wirelessly .

13. The wearable device of claim L wherein the communications facility is configured to transfer

data using a Bluetooth protocol
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4 . The wearable device of claim 1, w e ei he s facility is a wired

communications facility

15 . The wearable device of claim 1, further comprising a visual indicator.

16. The wearabk device of claim 15, wherein the visual indicator is configured to provide an

indication of health,

The wearable device of claim wherein the visual indicator comprises one or more buttons.

. The wearable device of cla i , wherein the visual indicator has one or more positions,

. The wearable device of clai i 5 wherein the visual indicator indicates a state.

20. The wearable device of clai i 5, wherein the visual indicator is a rotating structure.

2 ! . The wearable device of claim 1, wherei the another device is a mobile communications

device,

22. The wearable device of claim 1, wherein the data is evaluated to generate a representation of

health, the representation being configured to be displayed on the user interface.

23. A method, comprising;

receiving a sensory input from a sensor coupled to a wearable device;

ns rn ing the sensory input into data;

processing the data using an application configured to determine an activity being performed

and to generate information associated with the activity being performed while the wearable device

is worn, the activity being determined using a motion .matcher configured to generate a motion

profile associated with the activity, the motion profile configured to be accessed and modified when

the activity is performed again;

evaluating he information to determine a state of a user; sod

performing o inhibiting an action associated with the wearable device based on the state of

the user.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the sensory input comprises a temperature,

25. The method of claim 23, wherein the sensory input comprises a measure of galvanic skin

response.

26. The method of claim 23, wherein the sensor input comprises one or more temperature

measurements, the one or more temperature measurements being evaluated to determine a Orcadian

rhyth

2 . The method of claim 23, wherein the performing th action comprises generating an alert,

28. The method of claim 23, wherein the state is biological.

2-9. The method of claim 23, wherein the state is physiological .

30 The method of claim 23, wherein the state is psychological .
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